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[1] Five of eighteen climate system models participating
the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP) are
chosen here for analysis based on their ability to simulate a
reasonable present-day climatology of the Sahara Desert
with similar rainfall distributions and meridional boundaries
as in the observational data. When CO2 concentration is
increased at one percent per year for 80 years in these models
the Sahara moves north, becomes hotter and dries. Compared
to the 40-year control run climatology, the mean average
northward shift is around 0.55� latitude and the surface
temperature is about 1.8�C warmer at year 70 when the CO2

doubles. The local enhanced greenhouse effect from
increased CO2 increases the net surface sensible heat flux,
which in turn contributes to the warming trend. INDEX
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1. Introduction

[2] The Sahara Desert has been getting wetter, then drier,
and contracting northward, then expanding southward, from
the distant past to the 20th century [Maley, 1977; Dumont,
1978; Ritchie et al., 1985; Gasse et al., 1990]. The southern
boundary underwent a series of decade long droughts before
the 1970s [Klaus, 1978; Littmann, 1991] without an estab-
lished trend or periodicity in the western region [Bunting,
1976]. The 1980s brought an apparent expansion and an
increase in interannual variations [Tucker et al., 1991]. A
warming, drying, shrinking and northward retreating Sahara
is seen in a projection of 21st century climate change in a
global coupled climate model [Liu et al., 2001b] (Liu 2001
hereafter).
[3] The southern Sahara Desert may be sustained through

a biogeophysical feedback mechanism [Charney et al., 1975;
Zeng et al., 1999]. Changes of albedo and roughness from
reduced vegetation cover modify the net radiative flux at the
surface and cause further desertification. Other processes,
such as large scale circulation [Wolter, 1989], sea temper-
ature [Palmer, 1986], ITCZ [Greenhut, 1981] associated

with local meridional circulation change [Liu et al., 2001a],
and greenhouse gas emissions (Liu 2001) could affect the
rainfall and temperature over the Sahara Desert. Since none
of the models in the present study have interactive vegetation
schemes, only the latter processes are considered here.
[4] Eighteen climate models participating the Coupled

Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP) [Meehl et al., 2000]
carry out integrations to evaluate the effects of increasing
CO2 on global climate [Covey et al., 2001]. Five models are
chosen for analysis here based on their ability to simulate a
reasonable dry modern climatology in the Sahara Desert
(including the Parallel Climate Model (PCM) [Washington
et al., 2000] analyzed earlier in Liu 2001) and are compared
with observational data. In the scenario of CO2 increasing
one percent per year, we will show these models predict a
warming, drying and northward retreating Sahara Desert in
agreement with the PCM in Liu 2001. As was the case for
the PCM, we will show for these models with increased
CO2 a reduction of the net longwave radiation flux from the
earth surface and increases in the sensible heat flux into the
surface which ultimately heats the surface air.
[5] The reasons that some models simulate the tropical

precipitation and subtropical subsidence regimes for the dry
Sahara better than others are likely related to the choice of
convection scheme and its interactions with the cloud
scheme. Such model-specific parameterization difference
details are beyond the scope of this study. Since the models
that do a better job of simulating the present-day Sahara are
more accurately portraying the relevant physical processes
for this region, we assume these models are more likely to
better simulate future changes in these physical processes.
This assumption is difficult to quantify but is common to
modeling studies of future climate [McAvaney et al., 2001].
This analysis expands upon Liu 2001 in terms of a more
consistent multi-model result, and provides a plausible
projection of climate change in this region that can be used
as a starting point for future analyses with improved models.

2. Data and Definition

[6] Eighteen coupled models with different resolution
have eighty-year integrations of control (CTL) and per-
turbed (PER) in CMIP runs. The CTL runs keep constant
external forcing of CO2 and solar radiation at present-day
levels. The PER runs increase CO2 at one percent per year
compound and the concentration doubles at about year
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seventy. All the model outputs are interpolated to the same
resolution as observational data of 2.5� � 2.5�. The CTL
mean of year 41–80 serves as a reference. Table 1 summa-
rizes basic configurations of each model and their perform-
ance to simulate the Sahara dry climatology. Other details
are referred to by Covey et al. [2001].
[7] Observational and reanalysis data are used to evaluate

the ability of the eighteen models to simulate the dry
climatology of the Sahara Desert and to select models with
better performance. Two sources are IPCC 1� � 1� rainfall
1981–90 mean [New et al., 2000] and ECMWF Reanalysis
1979–93 (ERA15). Their climatology over the Sahara is
shown in the first two lines of Table 1.
[8] There are several definitions of the Sahara Desert

[Tucker, 1991; Goudie, 2000]. We follow Liu 2001 to define
it as bounded by the 50 mm isoline of mean annual rainfall
in the domain of 20�W � 40�E longitude and 15�N � 35�N
latitude as in the PCM study (Figure 1). Details of this
definition and implications for simulation in a global
coupled climate model are given by Liu 2001.

3. Results

[9] IPCC and ERA15 produce a reference dry climatol-
ogy in the Sahara as shown in the first two rows of Table 1.
Differences exist between the two sources especially in the
total grid number or the dry area. Such differences mainly
lie in the Western Sahara as displayed in Figure 1. The mean
annual precipitation bounded by the 50 mm isoline is 20.4
mm with a total grid number of 98 corresponding to about
7.6 � 106 Km2. The longitude and latitude means are
11.8�E and 24.1�N respectively.
[10] Table 1 also lists the corresponding statistics for the

Sahara interpolated from eighteen CMIP models. Six mod-
els are closest to the dry climatology of the two observa-
tional datasets. They are CCSR, CSIRO (abbreviated CSIR
subsequently), CSM, GISS, PCM, and UKMO.

[11] Isolines in Figure 1 represent the 50 mm mean
annual rainfall from the two observations and these six
models (all on 2.5� � 2.5� grid). The isolines correspond
closely in all but the western boundary of the ERA15 and
CMAP. The UKMO southern boundary in the central
Sahara is farther north than others and it is not selected
for future trend study here. In general, the five other models
follow that observed in the domain.
[12] The multi-model ensemble means from the CTL and

PER runs in the five models are shown in Figure 2. The
PER is the mean of years 61–70 near the time of CO2

doubling. The PER isoline is about 1� latitude further
northward both in the northern and southern boundaries
than those of CTL. Such a northward shift is consistent with
that shown in the PCM runs (Liu 2001). The mean two
dimensional model displacement of the Sahara boundary is
considerably less than the difference between the models’
control simulations as in Figure 1.

Table 1. CMIP Model Configuration and CTL Run for Sahara

Model Orig. AGCM
Resolution

CO2

PPM
Solar Cons.

W/m2
Gridsa,b

No.
Raina

mm/yr
Long.a

�E
Lat.a

�N
Selected

ERA15 2.5� � 2.5� 109 20.2 12.0 24.3
IPCC 1� � 1� 87 20.6 11.5 23.9
mean 98 20.4 11.8 24.1
BMRC R21cL9 330 1365 196 5.7 11.7 23.9 No
CCC T32cL10 330 1370 0 No
CCSR T21cL20 345 1365 109 30.4 7.8 25.6 Yes
CERF T21L30 353 1370 14 44.6 33 25.2 No
CSIR R21L19 330 1367 123 17.3 12.9 23.6 Yes
CSM T42cL18 355 1367 95 17.7 13.9 24.5 Yes
ECH3 T21L19 345 1365 153 15.9 12.5 24.4 No
ECH4 T42L19 240 353 54 24.5 21.9 24.7 No
GFDL R30cL9 360 1365 0 No
GISS 4� � 5�L9 315 1367 73 20.4 16.3 25.6 Yes
IAP R15cL9 345 1367 3 48.3 30 25 No
LMD 3.6� � 3.8�L15 320 1367 3 43.1 �15.8 24.2 No
MRI 4� � 5�L15 345 1365 53 34.6 0.1 23.5 No
NRL T47cL18 131 9.3 11.8 23.3 No
PCM T42L18 355 1367 83 17.2 11 25.3 Yes
UKMO 2.5� � 3.75�L19 322.6 1365 102 25.1 14.2 24.4 No
UKMO3 2.5� � 3.75�L19 289.6 1365 48 29.4 24.9 24.7 No
WM R15L9 0 No

a Interpolated 50 mm isoline bounded mean.
bone 2.5� � 2.5� � 77000 Km2.
cR21 � 3.2� � 5.6�; T32 � 3.8� � 3.8�; T21 � 5.6� � 5.6�; T42 � 2.8� � 2.8�; R15 � 4.5� � 7.5�; T47 � 2.5� � 2.5�.

Figure 1. Climatological rainfall isolines of 50 mm
covering the Sahara Desert from eight data sources. Unit:
mm/year.
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[13] Since the previously analyzed PCM is included in
the multi-model ensemble in Figure 2, we show trends for
each model individually in Figures 3a–3e. These plots are
30-year running means of the PER runs minus the CTL
forty-year climatologies for each model. The five-model-
mean surface net heat fluxes are shown in Figure 3f as four
20-year means since the yearly output for these variables are
not available.
[14] In the increasing CO2 concentration scenario the

mean latitude (lat) ends up further north at the time of
CO2 doubling than at the beginning of the simulations in all
the models. This is reflected in the multi-model mean in
Figures 2 and 3a. However, within the integrations there is
evidence of low frequency variability. In Figure 3a the mean
latitude continuously moves northward (increasing positive
anomalies) in the first twenty to thirty years (PCM, CSM,

and CSIR) or has a small southward shift (CCSR and
GISS). After this time period, the Sahara keeps moving
north in three models (GISS, CSM and CSIR) while in
PCM and CCSR it retreats southward somewhat after year
50 to 55. Generally the multi-model ensemble mean curve
keeps stable at about +0.15� latitude during the first 20
years then moves northward and reaches about 0.55�
latitude further north by year 70. Such a northward shift
trend is similar to the PCM ensemble runs as shown in
Figure 4f of Liu 2001. The CO2 doubling experiments have
shown an intensification of the hydrological cycle with
zonal mean increases in precipitation in the tropics and
decrease in the subtropics [Cubasch et al., 2001]. The
present study shows the regionalization of this result. That
is, the West African monsoon is intensifying slightly with
more rainfall on the southern boundary of the Sahara
(figures not shown), with increased subsidence over the
Sahara thus shifting the low precipitation region associated
with the Sahara northward.
[15] Another similar trend is the surface temperature

shown in Figure 3c. The Sahara continuously gets warmer
in the five models. CSIR and CCSR produce a much faster
warming trend than the other three models. In these two
models the Sahara ends up being over 2.1�C warmer than
the CTL climatology, while in other three models it is about
1.5�C warmer. The multi-model mean temperature is 1.8�C
warmer at the time of CO2 doubling at year 70.
[16] The five models do not show large trends in the mean

longitude (lon), total number (num) of grids with annual
rainfall less than 50 mm, and mean precipitation (pr). In
Figure 3b the PCM and GISS show the Sahara moving
westward while CSM and CSIR say the opposite. The CCSR
does not agree with other four models and shows a 40-year

Figure 2. Trend of the Sahara bounded by five model
mean climatological 50 mm annual rainfall isoline (black:
CTL year 41 to 80; gray: PER year 61 to 70).

Figure 3. Five model simulated 30-year running mean trends of the Sahara averaged as a whole. a–e are deviations from
PER relative to CTL mean. They are average latitude, longitude, surface temperature, number of grids, and annual rainfall
respectively. f are mean surface net heat fluxes with lgnw as long wave, ltnt as latent heat, and senh as sensible heat.
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east-west fluctuating trend. The multi-model ensemble mean
generally shows a steady small westward shift of the Sahara.
[17] The Sahara shrinks in CSM, PCM and GISS while it

expands in CCSR and CSIR as shown in Figure 3d. The
multi-model mean area is about 1 grid box (2.5� � 2.5� or
77000 Km2) larger than the CTL climatology. The drying
trend in CCSR, CSIR and CSM is more apparent than in
PCM and GISS as shown in Figure 3e. The multi-model
mean drying is about 1 mm/year by year 70.
[18] Three mean surface heat flux components illustrate

the processes involved with the mean warming trend and are
shown in Figure 3f. The multi-model mean net long wave
radiation (lgnw) gets more negative (i.e. less net upward
longwave and more energy into the surface) and is about
�1.5 W/m2 by the year of 70, while the sensible heat flux
(senh) gets more positive (energy leaving the surface) and
reaches about 1.2 W/m2. Not much change occurs in the
latent heat flux (ltnt). Though these trends are multi-model
ensemble means of four 20-year mean periods, they are
consistent with trends in surface temperature in Figure 3c.
The net surface long wave radiation loss due to the increas-
ing CO2 and the increased sensible heat flux both act to
warm the surface air temperature over the Sahara. From this
point of view, the warming over the Sahara for this multi-
modeled ensemble is directly related to the enhancement of
greenhouse effect as Liu 2001 proposed for a single model.

4. Discussion

[19] Five of eighteen coupled models simulate a similar
modern dry climatology over the Sahara Desert compared to
observational data. They are assumed to provide a plausible
projection of future Sahara trends under the increasing CO2

concentration scenario. The models project a northward
retreating, warming and drying Sahara with increasing
CO2. Such trends agree well with those projected by the
PCM ensemble runs with other greenhouse gases increasing
simultaneously in a previous analysis (Liu 2001). These
analyses give a preliminary indication of possible future
changes of the Sahara, and provide a starting point for
future studies with improved models.
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